
Suddenly CISO 
Handbook
Take Ownership of Cybersecurity



Gain control & answer questions like:
• How strong are our defenses today?
• What’s at risk if we’re breached?
• How would we respond if there’s an incident?
• Where do we start documenting and planning next steps?

• Do I have the resources and expertise in-house or do I need to find 
a trusted partner?
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Introduction
So you’re the new CISO. You’re in the thick of it. Where to start? 
This guide will put you on the path to establishing a solid program. 
As CISO, your ideal role is as a leader: plan and organize strategy but rely on 
operational experts to carry out detailed tasks.

First, let’s prioritize.

First 100 Days as CISO

Before Day 1

Plan for your role and 
have an agenda

ready

Weeks 1-4

Align on terminology 
and definitions; 

Understand current 
cybersecurity maturity

Weeks 3-6

Create a roadmap for 
your first 100 days

Weeks 5-12

Implement 
visible maturity 
improvements

Weeks 11-14

Provide evidence of 
security’s progress

Communicate - Engage stakeholders throughout your tenure.



• What prompted your suddenly CISO status?  Did the Board or CEO assign 
you this position? 

• Is a business need or specific client requirement driving the need for CISO 
status?  The catalyst for change should tell you which of the following 
areas to focus on first.

• As you delve into the next pages, also consider your priority stakeholders. 
Who are they and what information do they need?

Next, you’ll gather and analyze information from 
the following areas so you can steer strategy.

Security 
Operations

Security 
Architecture

Risk  
Management

Threat 
Management

Compliance
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High level tasks and responsibilities
•  Monitor, prioritize and triage alerts
•  Detect and respond to immediate threats
•  Manage incident investigations through remediation and / or mitigation

Knowledge capture questions
• What technology stack is supporting our security practice and is it 

optimized? 
• What cybersecurity expertise do we have in-house?
• What is our current security spend and budget? 
• How are threats assessed and communicated organizationally?

.

Security Operations

Next Up: Security Architecture
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High level tasks and responsibilities
• Review the current security blueprint in perspective of business objectives

• Work with IT to determine current best practices, processes and gaps   

Knowledge capture questions
• How strong are your current defenses? How do you know? 

• Does the current architecture support a proactive security approach?

• When was the last penetration test? Where are the vulnerabilities? 

• Track your digital supply chain. Are there portions of hardware, software, 
and cloud components that extend outside your organization, opening you 
up to breach?

Security Architecture

Next Up: Risk Management
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High Level Tasks & Responsibilities
• Define risk with language agreed upon by all Stakeholders

• Quantify risk in business terms - financial, reputation, regulatory, legal 

• Understand firm risk appetite

• Inspire a proactive risk culture

• Educate and collaborate with the Board and other stakeholders to:

Risk Management

Next Up: Risk Management (Part 2)

• set realistic expectations 

• plan risk related to growth, mergers/acquisitions, 
and other business objectives
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Knowledge capture questions
• Are there security limitations to our growth plan?

Planning is essential to expedite growth. Your business likely requires a 
customized approach that preserves function.

• Do we have risk scores in place for event types?

• What are our fiduciary responsibilities? Regulatory, contractual, and lost 
business?

• How would a breach impact company reputation and could it invite legal 
action?

Next Up: Threat Management

Risk Management
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High level tasks and responsibilities
• Act on security alerts and incidents — remediation or mitigation 

• Perform root cause analysis for future prevention 

Knowledge capture questions
• What protocols do we have in place for incident response? 

• Have we defined risk scores for incident types?

• What are my communications responsibilities in the event of an incident? 
Customer, stakeholder, and regulatory and compliance communications.

Ideally, documented incident response playbook should be active 
for potential situation types.

Threat Management

Next Up: Compliance
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High level tasks and responsibilities
• Ensure that the organization is meeting current compliance requirements — 

legal and regulatory

• Evolve firm risk strategies to meet changing regulatory environments

• Tie risk strategies to company growth objectives

Knowledge capture questions
• What do your current contracts require? Will our growth objectives depend 

upon additional security requirements?

• What framework or certification are you working toward?

Compliance

Next Up: How to Tackle It All
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• Make resource planning a priority:

• Do you have the human expertise and resources to build an internal team or do you need to find 
a trusted partner?

• What can you accomplish with the established budget and does that align with security and 
business priorities?

• Build and communicate realistic timelines — building a security practice is a process and takes time. 
Seek out the right people or partners and tools to optimize processes.

• Don’t shoulder the burden alone. Reach out to colleagues and industry groups as a sounding board 
and for support.

How to Tackle It All
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• Find a partner willing to have transparent discussions related to capabilties and how 
flexible they will be to accommodating your unique situation. Do they only offer “out-of-the 
box” service options? Can they adapt as your needs change?

• Be prepared for internal questions related to bringing in a trusted partner:

• Do we have the budget to bring in a third-party? You may have to justify the expense.

• Will this be replacing any current positions within the company? (Some may view a new 
vendor as job risk.)

• Is the trusted partner willing do more than provide services — will they coach you 
through difficult conversations?

Evaluating a Partner
IF you decide that you do need a trusted partner, here are a few tips to evaluate prospects:
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Concertium is more than an MSSP.  
 
We are a business cyberpartner focused on security as a success factor. 
It’s our mission to armor clients with evolving protection and nimble incident 
management. Enter the realm of proactive cyber security strategy.  
 
Connect with us at www.concertium.com.

Connect with our team:
www.concertium.com
813.514.4736         
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